Shoujo manga is a specific branch of the Colored manga genre. So, romantic stories of fictional characters and character development features are most often found there in Top manga. Most fans of the work of Japanese Comics call Shoujo the Best manga genre for themselves. Such works are easy to read, and the actions of the characters reflect the essence of our desires and motivations. It is better to learn from the mistakes of fictional characters than to make them ourselves in Top manhua. Very often the world of Shoujo Manhwa comic can be confused with the real one. This book is a great book for Manga and Shoujo beginners. It gives you some great examples and each image has a little note next to it with something useful. Like maybe a drawing of a girl with very long flowing hair and next to it it will have in small writing, make sure all your hair flows in one direction and comes from the same direction to make it look natural. I got this as birthday present last year. The content includes instructions on the eyes, the body shapes for both genders, expressions, hair mechanics, and examples, which are all great. However, my favorite part about the book is that I can still use it even though I'm no longer a beginner. I know the mechanics of the body, how to do the outline, etc. However, it's still great to consult after drawing, or use for ideas. Manga is recommended for not only American comic books fans but also anime fans since many popular anime series are made based on the manga. A large number of manga series are translated into English and many other languages so than you can read them in your native language. They are also available with the style of e-books such as Kindle and Kobo. Then, which manga should you start with? Fruits Basket (フルーツバスケット), published from 1998 to 2006, is recommended for the manga beginners who like romance and comedy (especially for girls). A high school girl Toru Honda loses her mother, who is the only her family, in a car accident. The story centers on her who ends up living with the Soma family including Yuki and Kyo.